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A Decision-Theoretic Approach to Data Mining
Yuval Elovici and Dan Braha

Abstract—In this paper, we develop a decision-theoretic framework for evaluating data mining systems, which employ classification methods, in terms of their utility in decision-making. The
decision-theoretic model provides an economic perspective on the
value of “extracted knowledge,” in terms of its payoff to the organization, and suggests a wide range of decision problems that
arise from this point of view. The relation between the quality of
a data mining system and the amount of investment that the decision maker is willing to make is formalized. We propose two ways
by which independent data mining systems can be combined and
show that the combined data mining system can be used in the decision-making process of the organization to increase payoff. Examples are provided to illustrate the various concepts, and several
ways by which the proposed framework can be extended are discussed.
Index Terms—Actionability, classification, data mining, data
mining economics, decision-making, knowledge discovery systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

P

OWERFUL data acquisition systems (such as minicomputers, microprocessors, transducers, and analog-to-digital
converters) that collect, analyze, and transfer data are in use
in various mid-range and large organizations [2], [4]–[7], [27].
Over time, more and more current, detailed, and accurate data
are accumulated and stored in databases at various stages. This
data may be related to designs, products, machines, materials,
processes, inventories, sales, marketing, and performance data
and may include patterns, trends, associations, and dependencies. The data collected contain valuable information that could
be integrated within the organization strategy, and used to improve organization decisions.
The large amount of data in current databases, which contain large number of records and attributes that need to be simultaneously explored, makes it almost impractical to manually analyze them for valuable decision-making information.
The need for automated analysis and discovery tools for extracting useful knowledge from huge amounts of raw data suggests that knowledge discovery in databases (KDDs) and data
mining methodologies may become extremely important tools
in realizing the above objectives. Some researchers often define data mining as the process of extracting valid, previously
unknown, comprehensible information from large databases in
order to improve and optimize organization decisions [5], [23].
Other researchers use the term KDD to denote the entire process
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of turning low-level data into high-level knowledge, where data
mining is considered as a single step in the process that involves
finding patterns in the data. To avoid confusion, we choose the
later definition.
The KDD process is defined in [5] as “the nontrivial process
of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data.” According to [2], although data
mining is at the core of the KDD process, it is just one step
in the overall KDD process, and it usually takes about 15 to
25% of the overall effort. The KDD process often includes the
following important stages [5]. The first step involves understanding the application domain in which the data mining is applied and the goals of the data mining process. The second step
includes selecting, integrating, and checking the target data set.
The target data set may be defined in terms of the records as well
as the attributes of interest to the decision-maker. The third step
is data preprocessing. This includes data transformation, handling missing or unknown values, and data cleaning (this can be
done by applying algorithms in order to remove unreliable and
erroneous data). In the fourth step, data mining for extracting
patterns from data takes place. This involves model and hypothesis development and the selection of appropriate data mining
algorithms. The fifth step involves interpreting and presenting
results for the decision-maker.
Fayyad et al. [5] distinguish between two main categories of
data mining (fourth step above): verification-oriented and discovery-oriented. Verification-oriented techniques focus mainly
on testing preconceived hypotheses (generated by the decision-maker) and on fitting models to data. Discovery-oriented
methods focus on autonomously finding new rules and patterns
and are classified as descriptive or predictive. Descriptive
methods include visualization techniques (e.g., scatter plots
and histograms) and clustering (e.g., identifying subgroups of
silicon wafers that have a similar yield). Predictive methods
include regression and classification. Regression is concerned
with the analysis of the relationships between attribute values
within the same record and the automatic production of a
model that can predict attribute values for future records. Classification methods assign records to predetermined classes. For
example, medical patients may be classified according to the
outcome of their treatment; thus, the most effective treatments
for new patients can be identified.
In this paper, our focus is on data mining systems that employ classification methods. While much research has been conducted on making optimal cost-sensitive classification decisions
[24], there is virtually no rigorous and formal research related
to the question of actionability—the ability of the “extracted
knowledge” to suggest concrete and profitable action by the decision-makers [8], [9], [14], [16]. The difficulty of determining
the value of “mined data” and the tangible benefits resulting
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from investing for an organization to investment in the KDD
process keeps many organizations from fully exploiting the affluence of data that is generated and collected during daily operations. The importance of this question increases even more
when considering that the market for data mining has grown
from $50 million in 1996 to $800 million in 2000 [7]. Moreover, many organizations use data mining as a strategic tool in
order to become more competitive.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a framework for evaluating data mining systems, which use classification methods, in
terms of their value in decision-making. Our framework is based
on the belief that the question of evaluating data mining systems
can only be addressed in a utilitarian framework, that is, the patterns extracted by the data mining system are effective only to
the extent that the derived information leads to action that increases the payoff of the decision-maker (see [8] and [18] for a
similar view). The decision-theoretic framework developed in
this paper connects the organization’s strategic objectives with
KDD investment and data mining quality. This helps in understanding how KDD benefits change as a function of the deployment cost of the KDD process, what should be the optimal investment in KDD, and what is the nature of the relationship between the organizational strategy and data mining quality. Our
modeling approach also enables us to address the question of
evaluating different data mining processes when making decisions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
basic decision-theoretic framework and introduces an ensemble
method that combines into one composite data mining system
two or more data mining systems. Section III relates the effectiveness of the KDD process to its cost. Section IV extends the
ensemble method presented in Section II. Section V concludes
the paper. The proofs of the theorems are presented in [30].
II. DECISION–THEORETIC CLASSIFICATION MODEL
A. Basic Notation and Definitions
As mentioned above, at the core of the KDD process are the
data mining methods for extracting patterns from data. These
methods can have different goals, depending on the intended
outcome of the overall KDD process [18]. In this paper we analyze KDD processes, which employ data mining methods that
fall under the category of classification (e.g., neural networks,
Bayesian networks, decision trees, and example-based learning
[12]).
Our modeling approach is based on the information structure
model presented by Marschak [11], McGuire and Radner [10],
Demski [3], and others who expanded the model [1]. The proposed decision-theoretic framework to data mining in its simplest form is as follows. Certain examples (instances) are to be
labeled as coming from a set of actual classes , where
. Let
denote the vector of
prior probabilities of the actual classes in the population under
study. Each example gives rise to certain attributes, which together form the attribute vector . The task of the data mining
system is to classify an example to one of predicted classes in
on the basis of the observed value
.
for the classifications
We use the labels
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produced by a model, in order to distinguish between the actual class and the predicted class of an example. In most classification systems, the set of actual classes is identical to the
set of predicted classes ; however, we need the extended definition as will be explained later. The data mining measure of
performance is defined in terms of the confusion matrix [22].
The confusion matrix is a stochastic (Markovian) matrix of size
of conditional probabilities, where each of its elements
defines the probability of deciding a predicted class given
an example of actual class .
The decision-maker observes predicted classes as determined
by the data mining system and chooses actions accordingly (e.g.,
“make sales promotion offers by direct mail”). This is fundamentally different from the classical formulation of the cost-sensitive classification problem,1 where the sets of classes and acbe a
tions are assumed to be identical. Let
finite set of actions that can be taken by the decision-maker and
a cardinal payoff matrix of size
that associates paydenotes
offs with pairs of actions and actual classes, i.e.,
the payoff when the decision-maker applies action , and the
example actual class turns out to be .
The decision rule is described by a stochastic (i.e., Marof size
, where each element
kovian) matrix
denotes the probability that the decision-maker applies action
given the predicted class .
The expected payoff for a decision rule is given by
trace

(1)

where the square matrix is obtained by placing the vector of
prior probabilities in the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere,
and the trace operator denotes the sum of the elements of the
main diagonal.
The decision-maker wishes to maximize the expected payoff
as given by (1). This is achieved by choosing an optimal decision
, where is the set of all Markovian matrices.
matrix
Since the expected payoff as given by (1) is linear in the eleof the decision matrix , the optimal decision rule
ments
can be obtained by solving the following linear programming
problem:

trace
subject to
for
for

(2)
.

The constraints in (2) follow from the properties of a stochastic
matrix. It can be shown that at least one of the optimal solutions
is in the form of a decision matrix whose elements are 0 or 1
(a pure decision rule). This fact can be exploited to obtain an
efficient algorithm for producing the optimal decision rule (see
1The common approach employs Bayes optimal prediction, which assigns
each example to the class that minimizes the conditional risk (that is, the expected cost of predicting that an example belongs to a particular class). The
Bayes optimal prediction is guaranteed to achieve the lowest possible overall
expected cost (e.g., [25]).
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[26]). Notice, that if the decision-maker adopts a pure decision
rule, then the stochastic matrix becomes an “indicator matrix.”

• Payoff Matrix
low

B. Comparing Data Mining Systems
Given two data mining systems that are used to classify examples coming from the same set of actual classes, we can contrast
their measures of performance by comparing the corresponding
confusion matrices:
Definition 1: The confusion matrix is more effective than
the confusion matrix if the maximal expected payoff yielded
by is not larger than that yielded by for all payoff matrices
and all prior probability matrices .
A partial rank ordering of confusion matrices is provided by
the following theorem [10]:
Theorem 1: The confusion matrix is more effective than
the confusion matrix if and only if there exists a stochastic
with appropriate dimensions such that
.
matrix
Example 1: Consider two classifiers represented by the following confusion matrices:

medium

high

approve
reject
• Confusion Matrix
low

medium high

low
medium
high
The optimal decision rule , which is obtained by maximizing the expected payoff via solving the linear programming problem as given by (2), is the following.
• Optimal Decision Rule
approve reject
low

It can be checked that the Markovian matrix

medium
high

satisfies
; thus, according to Theorem 1, the classifier
represented by is more effective than the classifier represented
by , regardless of payoff or class distribution information.
Example 2: The following simple example2 is provided to
illustrate the above notation. Consider a loan screening application in which applicants for a loan from a bank are classified
as one of three classes: “low,” “medium,” or “high” payment
risks. The bank has applied a data mining algorithm to its database of previous loan applications and their payment results and
has induced a classifier that is used to classify future loan applications. The set of actions that can be taken by the bank (the
decision-maker), based on the currently employed classifier’s
prediction, includes “approve application” or “reject an application.” The consequence of rejecting a low payment risk applicant carries a certain reputation cost; the cost of approving a
loan for a high payment risk applicant can be much higher. The
above information is formalized as follows:
• Actual Classes ( ) of an applicant: {“low risk,” “medium
risk,” “high risk”};
• Prior Probabilities { ): (0.8 for “low risk,” 0.15 for
“medium risk,” 0.05 for “high risk”};
• Predicted Classes ( ): {“low risk,” “medium risk,” “high
risk”};
• Actions ( ): {“approve application,” “reject application”}
2Even though the examples presented in this paper are related to business retail, obviously the approach introduced in this paper would be useful in other
domains as well (e.g., medical or manufacturing applications). For instance, in
[26] the decision-theoretic framework is applied to a real-world problem of production control in the semiconductor industry.

By plugging this optimal decision rule in the expected
as given by (1), we obtain the maximum expayoff
pected payoff of 145.6.
Let us assume that the bank is considering modifying the existing data mining system by employing a new classifier for
which the confusion matrix is
low medium high
low
medium
high
The maximum expected payoff that can be achieved by this classifier is: 152.25. Thus, the new classifier represented by the
is preferred to the existing classification
confusion matrix
system.3
C. Cartesian Composite Classification
Next, we show how several independent data mining processes that are used to classify examples coming from the same
set of actual classes can be combined into one data mining
process. To illustrate, we might use a neural network classifier
and a decision tree classifier, which is used to classify examples
coming from the same set of actual credit risk classes: low risk,
medium risk, or high risk. The outputs (i.e., predicted classes)
of these classifiers are then combined (as discussed below), and
the decision-maker chooses whether to approve an applicant or
not based on the composite classification. Data mining systems

Q

3This does not imply, of course, that
is preferred to P for all payoff and
class distribution information (i.e., the case where Q is more effective than P ).
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are probabilistically independent if the probability of deciding
by one data mining system that an example of actual class
belongs to class
does not depend on the classification
produced by the other data mining system.
First, we define the Cartesian product of two vectors and
by taking all possible products between the elements of and
those of . For example, if is a 1 by vector and is a 1 by
vector, then
is the 1 by
vector

The Cartesian product of two matrices and of size
and
, respectively, is defined as follows:

..
.

where (respectively, ) is the th row in (respectively ).
Consider two independent data mining processes that are
used to classify examples coming from the same set of actual
). Let
and
denote the
classes (i.e.,
and
,
associated confusion matrices of size
respectively. The two independent data mining processes can
be combined into one data mining process called the Cartesian
of
rows and
process, whose confusion matrix
columns is defined as follows (for a similar definition see [1])

The Cartesian process is used to classify examples coming from
the same set of actual classes as that of and , and it classifies
.4
an example to one of the predicted classes in the set
Example 3: Consider two independent classifiers represented by the following confusion matrices:

The Cartesian composite classifier is used to classify examples coming from the set of actual classes
. The task of the classifier is
to classify an example to one of the four classes in
on the basis of the observed value
. The confusion
matrix associated with the Cartesian composite classifier is:

4The Cartesian composite classifier can be defined over several component
classifiers, e.g., R = (P
Q) S , etc. Also, recall that our model allows
for classifiers, where the set of predicted classes is not necessarily identical to
the set of actual classes. This is especially relevant (as in the above case) when
considering multiple classifier combination.

2

2
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The Cartesian composite classifier is implemented as follows.
First, an example (say with actual class ) is classified by both
classifiers, and their predictions are concatenated to form one
. The decision-maker
of the four predicted classes in
and chooses the opobserves the predicted class (say
timal action (say ) accordingly from within the set of available
. In other words, both classifiers
actions
is associated with the action
and
are run, and a payoff
actual class .
It can be shown (see [1]) that the Cartesian process produces
a “more effective” classifier (see Definition 1) that is at least as
good (in terms of maximization of payoffs) as any of the component classifiers for all possible payoff and class distributions.
Theorem 2: If is the Cartesian product of the confusion
matrices and , then is more effective than both confusion
matrices and .
We conclude from Theorem 2 that the maximum expected
payoff that is achieved by a standard classifier could be improved, regardless of payoff or class distribution information,
through Cartesian composite classifier architectures that incorporate additional component classifiers.5
III. OPTIMAL INVESTMENT IN KDD
A. Relationship Between Investment and Payoff
The basic model presented in Section II describes an environment in which the decision-maker creates a decision rule to
optimize the expected payoff given a confusion matrix, a payoff
function, and prior probabilities of actual classes.
In this section, we extend the basic model by defining a
subspace of square and symmetric confusion matrices whose
values reflect the quality of classification as a function of its
cost. Larger investments in the KDD process will typically
provide the decision-maker with classification of a higher
quality. For example, the decision-maker would like to know
how much to invest in a KDD process in order to support a
credit screening application for credit cards. In order to increase
the expected payoff, the credit company would like to base
its decision whether to approve an applicant or not based on
a data mining process with low class-conditional error rates.
The quality of the data mining process, however, may become
higher as the financial investments increases.
Next, we show how to incorporate the investment cost within
the basic decision-theoretic framework introduced in Section II.
Let denotes the investment cost of the KDD process, and assume that the data mining measure of performance is defined
of size
, where
in terms of a confusion matrix

5The final decision whether to deploy the Cartesian composite classifier or
not is an investment decision, which depends on the deployment costs of the
additional component classifiers. This crucial issue is discussed in Section III.
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. We further assume that the confusion matrix
has the following form:6

process more effective. Formally, the Cartesian process is given
. The expected payoff obtained from
by
the improved process is given by
trace

..
.

..
.

..

.

(3)

where is the investment cost in the second KDD process, and
is the decision rule for the Cartesian process. The expected
of the decision-maker is, thus, obtained as folnet payoff
lows:
trace

where
satisfies the following properties.
,
.
• For every
is strictly increasing in .
•
The reason that the diagonal elements, as well as the off-diare equal, reflects the uniform prior
agonal elements of
probabilities that the decision-maker assigns to the class-conditional errors. Note also that the off-diagonal elements decreases
when the investment cost increases, thus reflecting the fact that
a larger investment will provide the decision-maker with classimay
fication of a higher quality. In practice, the function
be determined by applying a procedure of fitting a parametric
of
function to historical data relating the error rates
similar data mining processes to their investment costs .
Intuitively, the decision-maker is willing to invest more for
a KDD process if this would ensure a better process in terms
of the relationship “more effective” presented in Definition 1.
With a better KDD process, the decision-maker increases the
expected payoff, or at least does not worsen it. The following
results examine the relationship between the cost and the ef. It will be shown that as the decision-maker
fectiveness of
invests more in the KDD process, a “more effective” confusion
matrix is obtained (yielding no less expected payoff regardless
of payoff or prior probabilities information).
and
be two confusion maTheorem 3: Let
trices that are used to classify examples coming from the same
is more effective than
if
set of actual classes.
.
and
be three confusion
Theorem 4: Let
matrices that are used to classify examples coming from the
and
same set of actual classes. Let
.
is more effective than
if
.
B. Improving a KDD Process With Cartesian Composite
Classification
Often, the decision-maker already employs a KDD process
associated with a confusion matrix . By Theorem 2, the decision-maker can improve the quality of the overall process by
investing in an independent KDD process associated with a con. Moreover, Theorems 3 and 4 show that infusion matrix
vesting more in the second KDD process renders the overall
6This restriction is needed in the analysis below. However, in applications,
the general case of a nonsymmetric confusion matrix may be considered as
well (see [26]). The nonsymmetric case might arise when, for instance, there is
prior knowledge related to misclassification errors. In the nonsymmetric case,
the confusion matrices can be extracted from the output of any commercial
data-mining algorithm (e.g., [18]).

trace

(4)

The decision-maker’s goal is to maximize the expected net
by stating an optimal decision rule
, as well as
payoff
an optimal investment cost in the second KDD process.
Example 4: One of the most successful applications of data
mining is performed in “database marketing” [19]–[21]. Database marketing is a method that enables marketers to develop
customized marketing strategies based on extracted patterns derived from customer databases [19]. For example, by employing
database marketing, local retailers can reach customers with the
“best fit” offer and products at the right time and geographical
area. As another example, telephone companies have identified
and segmented high-valued customers (called “power users”).
Data mining is, then, used to determine which terms and products to offer to people in this high-valued segment.
In this section, we present an example in which the marketers
of a chain store wish to develop a marketing strategy that utilizes the knowledge resulting from data mining. To increase the
number of sales and the amount of customer satisfaction, the
marketers want to make sales promotion offers by direct mails
to selected customers. In order to increase the expected payoff,
the marketers determine which customer classes in a list to mail
to based on patterns extracted from customer information originating from sales transactions.
“loyal
The customers are of three actual classes:
customer”; “regular customer”; “inconsistent customer” . The
of prior probabilities of the
vector
actual classes under study varies quarterly over time due to
seasonal trends and events that might affect the chain store (e.g.,
competition). The values of the prior probabilities (assigned by
the marketers) in each quarter are presented in Table I.
The decision-maker employs a KDD process, which includes
a classification-based data mining methodology based on decision trees (e.g., [12]). In particular, the customers give rise to
certain attributes, which together form the attribute vector .
Following [19] and [20], the attribute vector contains the following information:
1) time period since the last purchase;
2) number of purchases made in a certain time period;
3) amount of money spent during a certain period of time.
, the task of the data mining
Based on the observed value
system is to classify the customers to one of three predicted
“loyal customer”; “regular customer”; “inclasses in
consistent customer” . The decision-maker observes predicted
classes as determined by the data mining system and chooses
“make sales promotion offers
actions accordingly. Let
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TABLE I
VARIABLE PRIOR PROBABILITIES OF CUSTOMER ACTUAL CLASSES OVER TIME (QUARTERLY)

by direct mail”; “do not make sales promotion offers by direct
mail” be the set of actions that are taken by the decision-maker.
The payoff matrix that associates payoffs with pairs of actions
and actual classes is

In the payoff matrix, the payoff for the chain store is positive
when it makes sales promotion offers to “inconsistent” or
). The payoff
“regular” customers (i.e.,
is negative when the chain store does not make sales promotion offers to “inconsistent” or “regular” customers (i.e.,
). The payoff is also negative
when the chain store makes sales promotion offers to “loyal”
). All the payoff values represent
customers (i.e.,
the total return during one quarter.
Based on past experience, the data mining measure of performance is estimated in terms of the following confusion matrix:

The chain store is willing to improve the current data mining
process by employing an additional independent data mining
process and combining them using the Cartesian product introduced in Section II. The second process would be a “second
opinion” to that provided by the chain store’s current data
mining process [1].
The confusion matrix of the additional data mining system
as a function of the investment cost can be evaluated in several
ways. Based on historical data, the following information can
be extracted: 1) the investment cost per data mining application
and 2) the total prediction error, which can be obtained from
any commercial data-mining algorithm. Based on this data, a
curve can be fitted, where the total error can be obtained as a
function of investment. This of course is only an approximation,
but nevertheless, it can be useful in sound decision-making. If
historical data is abundant, individual error probabilities (i.e.,
the elements in the confusion matrix) can also be expressed as
a function of the investment cost.
Another approach to gauging the dependence between the
error probabilities and the investment cost is as follows. It is
known that the error probabilities depend on the size of the
training set. In turn, collecting and cleansing a larger data set
(especially when experiments are involved, see [29]) will in-

crease the investment cost. This provides a mechanism by which
to gauge the desired functional form.
By applying a procedure of fitting a parametric function to
historical data, it is found that the error rate varies with investment costs approximately as
. Thus, the second
:
process is associated with the following confusion matrix

The Cartesian process is given as follows:

Next, the following questions are addressed. 1) What is the
amount to be invested in an independent data mining process
in each quarter; 2) what would be the expected net payoff after
the investment is made? Following (3), let
denote the expected payoff from the improved Cartesian
and an
process during quarter when a decision rule
in the second KDD process are chosen.
investment cost
As proved in Theorem 4, for each quarter the maximum
(obtained by choosing an optimal
value of
) increases as the decision-maker increases
decision rule
the investment cost . Following (4), let
denote the expected net payoff from the improved Cartesian
and an
process during quarter , when a decision rule
in the second KDD process are chosen.
investment cost
is obtained by
The maximum expected net payoff
. This optimal decision
selecting an optimal decision rule
rule is determined by solving the linear programming problem
(2) presented in Section II-A.
the
In Fig. 1, we present for each quarter
versus the investmaximum expected net payoff
ment cost . For each quarter , the optimal amount to be
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not change the optimal decision rule of the related linear programming problem. Moreover, the optimal payoff as a function
of the “perturbation” can be shown to be a piecewise linear concave function. Thus, we expect that our approach is robust to
variations in input data. We intend to further analyze this issue
in future work.
IV. COMBINING DISJOINT DATA MINING SYSTEMS

Fig. 1. For each quarter t = 1; 2; . . . ; 8, the maximal expected net payoff
(obtained by selecting optimal decision rule D ) versus the investment cost C .
The optimal investment cost for each quarter is obtained at a unique point.

invested in the independent KDD process is determined, then,
. For example,
as the investment cost that maximizes
, the correthe optimal investment in the first quarter is
sponding maximum expected net payoff is 5.2, and the optimal
decision rule is

In Section II, we have shown how several independent data
mining processes that are used to classify examples coming
from the same set of actual classes can be combined using the
Cartesian operator into one data mining process. In this section,
we address cases where the decision-maker applies independent
data mining processes that are used to classify examples coming
from disjoint sets of actual classes. We say that such data mining
processes are disjoint. To illustrate, we might use a decision
tree classifier used to classify examples coming from the actual
“credit risk” classes good or bad and a neural network classifier used to classify examples coming from the actual “credit
usage” classes heavy or light. We show how to combine two
data mining processes used to classify examples coming from
disjoint and independent sets of actual classes by introducing
the doubly cartesian operator. We prove that the effectiveness
of the doubly cartesian process is not less than any of the component data mining processes from which the doubly cartesian
process is formed. We also show that improving one of the data
mining processes provides more effective process for the decision-maker, regardless of the quality of the component data
mining processes.
A. Doubly Cartesian Composite Classification
Next, we show how several independent data mining processes used to classify examples coming from disjoint sets of
actual classes can be combined into one data mining process.
First, we define the doubly cartesian product of two matrices
and of size
and
, respectively:

Notice that the optimal investment in the second and third quar, which means that it is not worthwhile to deploy
ters is
the new data mining system in these quarters.
The sensitivity of the decision-based data mining approach
to variations in the data (e.g., prior and error probabilities) can
be addressed analytically as follows. We note that finding the
optimal decision rule, as well as finding the optimal payoff, is
equivalent to solving a related linear programming problem [see
problem (2)]. Incorporating variations in the input data, it is observed that the set of constraints in the related linear programming problem remains fixed, whereas the coefficients of the objective function become a function of the input data. The sensitivity of our approach, thus, can be addressed by exploring
the local and global sensitivity analysis of the underlying linear
programming problem (see [28]). As an example, consider that
the only source of variation is related to the payoffs. Then, the
theory of linear programming says that there is a convex set in
the space of payoff values where any “point” within that set will

..
.
..
.

..
.

where (respectively ) is the th row in (respectively ),
and is the Cartesian product defined in Section II.
Consider two independent data mining processes. Let and
denote the associated confusion matrices of size
and
, respectively. The two independent data mining
processes can be combined into one data mining process, called
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the doubly cartesian process, whose confusion matrix
rows and
columns is defined as follows:

of

The doubly cartesian process is used to classify examples
, and it
coming from the set of actual classes in
classifies an example to one of the predicted classes in the set
.
Example 5: Consider two independent classifiers represented by the following confusion matrices

The doubly cartesian composite classifier is used to classify examples coming from the set of actual classes
. The task of the classifier is to classify an example to one of the four classes in
on
. The confusion matrix
the basis of the observed value
associated with the Doubly-Cartesian composite classifier is
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The confusion matrix of the second data mining process is

The doubly cartesian product
of these matrices is deof actual classes, and
fined over the Cartesian product
of predicted classes:
Cartesian product

The vector of prior probabilities of the doubly cartesian
is constructed as follows:
process
,
. The square matrix
is obtained by placing the vector of prior probabilities
in the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere.
The decision-maker applies a data mining process, and
chooses whether to approve an applicant or not based on the
doubly cartesian data mining classification. The payoff matrix
is given by

The maximum expected payoff obtained by solving the linear
programming problem (2) presented in Section II-A is
trace
where the optimal decision rule

The doubly cartesian composite classifier is implemented as
and
) is
follows. An example (say with actual classes
classified by both classifiers, and their predictions are concate. The denated to form one of the four classes in
), and
cision-maker observes the predicted class (say
chooses the optimal action (say ) accordingly from within
. A payoff
the set of available actions
is, then, associated with the action
and actual class
.”
“
Example 6: Consider a credit company that applies two independent and disjoint data mining processes. The first process
is used to classify examples coming from the following set of
“good credit risk,” “bad credit risk” .
actual classes:
(0.4 for “good credit
The respective prior probabilities are
risk,” 0.6 for “bad credit risk”). The second data mining process
is used to classify examples coming from the following set of
(“very heavy credit usage,” “heavy credit
actual classes:
usage,” “light credit usage” with corresponding prior proba(0.2 for “very heavy credit usage,” 0.5 for “heavy
bilities
credit usage,” 0.3 for “light credit usage”). The confusion matrix of the first data mining process is

is

B. Effectiveness of the Doubly Cartesian Composite
Classification
The following result is shown.
Theorem 5: If is the doubly cartesian product of the conand , then
is more effective than both
fusion matrices
confusion matrices and .
We conclude from Theorem 5 that an investment in an additional data mining process, which is combined with the current process by the doubly cartesian product, renders the overall
process more effective; i.e., the expected payoff increases regardless of payoff or actual class distribution information Given
a doubly cartesian process, the decision-maker may wish to
improve one or more of the constituent processes. Theorem
6 below shows that improving the quality of any one of the
constituent processes improves the effectiveness of the overall
process as well.
Theorem 6: Let , be two confusion matrices that are used
to classify examples coming from the same set of actual classes,
and be a confusion matrix that is used to classify examples
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coming from a disjoint set of actual classes. Let
and
.
is more effective than
effective than .

if

is more

V. SUMMARY
Data mining is the process of extracting valid, previously
unknown, comprehensible information from large databases
and using it to make crucial organization decisions. Global, national, and even local organizations are driven by information,
which is uncovered by the data mining process. Nowadays, data
mining has become an essential core of KDDs and therefore,
their quality must be improved as much as possible in order to
guarantee successful KDD processes. Although evaluating the
quality of the data mining process is one of the most pressing
challenges facing KDD research today, few organizations have
effective ways of managing data mining quality, which is so
important to their competitiveness.
This paper considers data mining quality as a main goal to
achieve, instead of a subproduct of database creation and KDD
development processes. To this end, we developed a decisiontheoretic approach for evaluating data mining systems, which
employ classification methods, in terms of their utility in decision making. The decision-theoretic model was developed in
order to provide an economic perspective on the value of “extracted information,” in terms of its payoff to the organization,
and to suggest a wide range of decision problems that arise from
this point of view. In the decision-based approach, the decision-maker observes predicted classes as determined by the data
mining classification system and chooses actions accordingly.
The decision-maker wishes to maximize the expected payoff by
choosing an optimal decision rule.
The decision-theoretic framework enables us to rigorously
define and analyze the concept of actionability—the ability of
the extracted information to suggest concrete and profitable action by the decision-makers [9], [14], [16]. According to the
proposed framework, data mining systems can be compared by
their effectiveness. With a more effective data mining system,
the decision-maker increases the expected payoff or at least does
not worsen it.
The relation between the quality of a data mining system and
the amount of investment that the decision maker is willing to
make is formalized. The modeling relationship between investment cost and quality results in a subspace of data mining systems whose confusion matrices can be rank ordered according
to their effectiveness. This also captures the intuition that the decision-maker is willing to invest more in a data mining system
if this would ensure a better data mining system in terms of the
“effectiveness” relation.
We proposed two ways by which independent data mining
systems can be combined. The first mode of combination—by
the Cartesian product—applies to independent data mining
systems used to classify examples coming from the same set
of actual classes. The second mode of combination—by the
doubly cartesian product—applies to independent data mining
processes used to classify examples coming from disjoint sets of

actual classes. In both cases, we showed that the resulting data
mining system is not less effective than any of the constituent
systems. Moreover, it was shown that improving the quality of
any one of the constituent processes improves the effectiveness
of the overall process as well. The combination of two data
mining systems can be viewed as joining an existing system
with a secondary system that provides a “second opinion”
about the classification of examples. With this point of view,
the decision-maker’s optimization problem is to choose the
optimal investment in the secondary data mining system in
order to maximize the expected net payoff conveyed by the
overall (combined) system.
The work presented in this paper can be extended in several
ways.
1) In many data mining systems, the data is not stationary,
but rather changing and evolving [7]. This changing data
may make previously discovered classifications invalid.
For example, in financial markets, the rapidly changing
market conditions may make previously discovered patterns invalid. Moreover, the various tools and data warehouses that support the entire KDD process may change
as well. Thus, it would be desirable to formulate the relationship between the data mining quality, the organization
strategy, and the organization dynamic environment.
2) In certain data mining systems, several mining methods
with different goals may be applied successively, or in
a distributed manner in order to achieve a desired goal.
For example, the organization may first apply a clustering
method to segment the customer database based on their
credit usage and then apply a decision tree method to classify credit risks to each cluster. The decision-theoretic
framework may be extended to capture the relationship
among distributed data mining systems. The extended
model would make it possible to determine the optimal
investment and its allocation to each data mining system
in the distributed environment.
3) In this paper, we analyzed data mining methods which
fall under the category of classification. We would like to
extend the decision-based framework for evaluating other
data mining methods (e.g., clustering see [8]) in terms of
their utility in decision-making.
4) We want to develop estimation procedures for assessing
the prior probabilities of actual classes and the payoff
matrix associated with pairs of actions and actual classes.
For example, classical statistics and machine learning
methodologies can be used for analyzing the effect of
marketing strategies of sending direct mails to target
customers on sales increases of the organization.
was considered as a monolithic
5) The investment cost
parameter. A more refined modeling of the investment
cost that takes into account various factors could be a
viable research direction.
6) Finally, because of the growing complexity of KDDs, we
believe that the proposed approach presented in this paper
can also address continuous assessment of database and
data-warehouses quality throughout the overall KDD development process.
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